TCCI OFFERS MEMBERS EXCLUSIVE DISCOUNTS ON THE SERVICES NEEDED TO STAY COMPETITIVE IN TODAY’S GLOBAL ECONOMY

USED OIL, PARTS CLEANING AND INDUSTRIAL WASTE DISPOSAL SERVICES

TCCI has developed a strategic partnership with Heritage-Crystal Clean (HCC), the 2nd largest parts cleaning and industrial waste service provider in the United States.

Heritage-Crystal Clean, a TCCI member and affinity partner, focuses on the environmental service needs of manufacturers. They also offer an array of services to other industries with unique waste streams including healthcare facilities, printing companies and companies with print shops, and the plastics industry. The company boasts an outstanding record of environmental compliance.

TCCI MEMBER PRICING PROGRAM

Heritage-Crystal Clean offers the following TCCI member-only pricing on parts cleaning, used oil and containerized waste services:

- Minimum 25% discount on all services
- Larger volume discounts available
- No set-up or installation fees
- No waste profile fees
- Significant cost reduction to TCCI members

HERITAGE-CRYSTAL CLEAN OFFERS FACILITY ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION SERVICES

Heritage-Crystal Clean has a program designed to lessen the burdens that accompany environmental activities. Environmental Solutions Partners (ESP) is a unique approach to evaluate waste generation processes and management practices in an effort to provide members with sole-source environmental vendor utilizing the latest technology/management methods available. Along with ESP, HCC offers Vacuum Services with tank trucks capable of pumping and removing liquids containing sediment, oil and sludge from pits, separators, traps and sumps. HCC also offers Aqua-Filtration Service (AFS). The AFS unit is a fluid dialysis system that provides continuous removal of the main causes of industrial aqueous fluid problems: Particle contamination and Tramp oil.

For detailed product and savings information, contact Dean Popovich: (877) 938-7948 or Dean.Popovich@Crystal-Clean.com